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1 My Fidil is Singing  Joseph Campbell  2’11”

2 The Song of Fionula  Fiona Macleod  2’59”

3 Five Poems from the Japanese  4’35”

4 All Suddenly the Wind Comes Soft  Rupert Brooke  2’09”

5 Pierrette in Memory  William Griffith  1’51”

6 O Men from the Fields  Padraic Colum  1’38”

7 The Garden of Bamboos  (From the Annamese)  1’13”

8 Advice to Girls  (From the Chinese)  1’17”

9 Never More, Sailor Walter de la Mare   3’09”

10 Little Red Hen - Irish Folk Tale  Patrick Joseph McCall  3’40”

11 A Little Wind Came Blowing -An Irish Air  Marie Peterkin  3’00”

12 Sleep, White Love  Joseph Campbell  3’46”

Charlotte de Rothschild, soprano
Adrian Farmer, piano
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Norman Peterkin (1886- 1982)

13 The Chaste Wife’s Reply  Chang Chi  2’41”

14 Hours of Idleness  Han Yu  1’54”

15 I Wish and I Wish   Joseph Campbell  2’49”

16 The Song of the Secret  Walter de la Mare  1’52”

17 The Fiddler  I. M. Maunder  1’43”

18 If I Be Living in Éirinn  Patrick Joseph McCall  2’49”

19 Dubbuldideery ‘The Monkeys’ Journey Song  Walter de la Mare  4’53”

20 Song of the Water Maiden  Walter de la Mare  1’50”

21 So, We’ll Go No More A-Roving  Byron  1’57”

22 I Heard a Piper Piping  Joseph Campbell  1’35”

23 Rune of the Burden of the Tide Fiona Macleod  3’25”

24 The Bees’ Song  Walter de la Mare  2’19”

25 The Tide Rises, The Tide Falls  H. W. Longfellow  3’16”

26 Beata Solitudo  Ernest Dowson  4’21”

  Total playing time 68’53”
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26. Beata Solitudo
What land of silence
Where pale stars shine
On apple-blossom
And dew-drench’d vine,
Is yours and mine?

The silent valley
That we will find,
Where all the voices
Of humankind
Are left behind,

There, all forgetting,
Forgotten quite,
We will repose us,
With our delight
Hid’ out of sight.

The world forsaken,
And out of mind
Honour and labour.
We shall not find
the stars unkind,

And, men shall travail,
And laugh, and weep;
But we have vistas
Of gods asleep,
With dreams as deep.

A land of silence
Where pale stars shine
On apple-blossoms
And dew-drench’d vine,
Be yours and mine!
Ernest Dowson

Recorded at the Concert Hall of the Nimbus Foundation
Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, UK 19-21 July & 12 October 2016

Engineering and production by Adrian Farmer and Rhys Ward

Cover Image, Charles Rennie Mackintosh (1868-1928) ‘The Harvest Moon’ (1892)
Other photographs courtesy of Alastair Chisholm
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Norman Peterkin (1886-1982)

In December 1982 my old friend Norman Peterkin passed away in his sleep at the age
of almost 96 in a Guildford hospital. For so many years he had seemed immortal that I
could scarcely believe the news. At first the grief was personal, but later I realised that
he had been making a significant contribution to many different aspects of British music
for over sixty years and so the loss was thus more widespread. Latterly he had been
known in two roles: as a “grandad” figure for the Music Department of Oxford
University Press and as the composer of the song, “I heard a piper piping”. He had
outlived most of the contemporaries who might have remembered other facets of his life,
e.g. his contributions to musical life in far flung parts of the old Empire, and his work
in the 1920s with the composers’ circle in Liverpool.

Peterkin was born in Liverpool in December 1886, and following the death of both his
parents, was raised by other members of the family. He was a sickly youth, and TB was
suspected, so he was sent to an uncle’s farm on the Black Isle for about twelve months
in 1905. The clear Cromarty air, such a contrast to the Merseyside smogs, strengthened
him greatly, and while living in Scotland he took piano and organ lessons from Mr
Taylor, the Organist of St Andrew’s Cathedral in nearby Inverness. On his return to his
native city, he made a false start in architecture at the university, before beginning work
for the famous local music firm, Rushworth & Dreaper.

At this stage his own compositions were written in a style similar to that of Grieg, but
he was open to all the contemporary influences in music and literature – to Debussy and
Delius and to Yeats and Maeterlinck. Another significant influence was the music of
Cyril Scott, whose First Piano Sonata of 1909 made a great impression on the young
Peterkin and was to remain a favourite with him. Of course, because Scott was
Birkenhead-born there must have been an element of “local boy makes good” about his
early success for the young people of Peterkin’s circle. On the literary side, they became
captivated by the exotic fantasy stories of Lord Dunsany’s “Dreamer’s Tales”. So, when
Peterkin embarked for Rushworth’s Singapore office in 1911, he must have felt that he
was setting out on his own “Dreamer’s Tale”.
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His time in the Far East – first in Singapore, then in Hong Kong – was very productive.
The British émigré community welcomed him, and he was soon in demand as a pianist.
His own music was well received and he worked hard, producing orchestral scores as
well as many songs and much piano music. Though self-taught, his critical appraisal of
his own music developed and by 1917 the chromaticism of the Scott influence and the
inevitable oriental effects which had more recently coloured his music, were being
disciplined, and powerfully put to use. His skill as an accompanist had brought him into
contact with many visiting artists on their tours of the Far Eastern outposts of Empire.
The most influential of these was Eva Gauthier, the French-American soprano who
enjoyed his songs and showed them to Carl Engel of the Boston Music Company,
U.S.A. The first printing of Peterkin’s music was in Boston in 1918 after he had visited
Engel on his way home from Hong Kong to Liverpool.

After his homecoming, Peterkin married his long-term fiancée Marie Lang, daughter of
an ex-patriot Bavarian fine-art dealer. For the next few years he worked as a partner in
his father-in-law’s firm, and took a very active part in the Liverpool branch of the British
Music Society. The Peterkins also had a flat in London, and became friendly with many
of the younger musicians, notably Kaikhosru Sorabji. Meanwhile Peterkin’s songs were
being performed regularly by several singers, notably John Goss, and publishers were
taking an interest in his work. Thus he came to public notice at the same time as Peter
Warlock, Bernard van Dieren and many others. By this time he seems to have been
concentrating on songs and piano music, and was managing to form his own musical
style. This was a synthesis of the earlier influences, all carefully controlled to serve the
purpose at hand. His melodies were memorable, and the diverse inflexions in the
accompaniments helped to intensify the dramatic or narrative point of the words.

At this time Hubert Foss was frequently the accompanist for John Goss, and so when
he was appointed Editor of the new Music Department of Oxford University Press in
1924, he already knew and admired Peterkin’s songs. When, in the autumn of that year,
the first issues of the Oxford Solo Songs were published, they included songs by
Warlock and Moeran, as well as seven by Peterkin. However, the latter was dissatisfied
with the business dealings of the new organisation, and complained to Sir Humphrey
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The white sea-waves were wan and grey its ashy lips before;
The whirled spume between its jaws in flood did seaward pour—
O whisperin’ weed, O wild sea-waves, O hollow baffled roar,
Since one thou hast, O dark dim sea, why callest thou for more?
 My Grief,
 For more!
Fiona Macleod

24. The Bees’ Song
Thouzandz of thornz there be
On the Rozez where gozez
The Zebra of Zee:
Sleek, striped, and hairy,
The steed of the Fairy
Princess of Zee.

Heavy with blozzomz be
The Rozez that growzez
In the thickets of Zee,
Where grazez the Zebra,
Marked Abracadeebra
Of the Princess of Zee.

And he nozez the poziez
Of the Rozez that growzez
So luvez’m and free,
With an eye, dark and wary,
In search of a Fairy,
Whose Rozez he knowzez
Were not honeyed for he,
But to breathe a sweet incense
To solace the Princess
Of far-away Zee.
Walter de la Mare

25. The Tide Rises, The Tide Falls
The tide rises, the tide falls,
The twilight darkens, the curlew calls;
Along the sea-sands damp and brown
The traveller hastens toward the town,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.

Darkness settles on roofs and walls,
But the sea in the darkness calls and calls;
The little waves, with their soft white hands,
Efface the footprints in the sands,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.

The morning breaks; the steeds in their stalls
Stamp and neigh, as the hostler calls;
The day returns, but nevermore
Returns the traveller to the shore,
And the tide rises, the tide falls.
H. W. Longfellow
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21. So, We’ll Go No More A-Roving
So, we’ll go no more a-roving
 So late into the night,
Tho’ the heart be still as loving,
 And the moon be still as bright.

For the sword outwears its sheath,
 And the soul wears out the breast,
And the heart must pause to breathe,
 And love itself have rest.
Tho’ the night was made for loving,
 And the day returns too soon,
Yet we’ll go no more a-roving,
 By the light of the moon.
Byron

22. I heard a Piper Piping
I heard a piper piping
 The blue hills among—
And never did I hear
 So plaintive a song.

It seemed but a part
 Of the hill’s melancholy:
No piper living there
 Could ever be jolly.

And still the piper piped
 The blue hills among,
And all the birds were quiet
 To listen to his song.
Seosamh MacCathmhaoel

23. Rune of the Burden of the Tide
The tide was dark an’ heavy with the burden that it bore,
 I heard it talkin’, whisperin’, upon the weedy shore:
Each wave that stirred the sea-weed was like a closing door—
ʼTis closing doors they hear at last who hear no more, no more
 My Grief,
 No more!

The tide was in the salt sea-weed, and like a knife it tore,
The hoarse sea-wind went moaning, sooing, moaning o’er and o’er,
The wild sea-heart was brooding deep upon its ancient lore,
I heard the sob, the sooing sob, the dying sob at its core,
 My Grief,
 Its core!
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Milford, the publisher. Peterkin’s astute comments so impressed Milford that he was
invited to lunch and was offered the post of Sales Manager for the Department. With
Hubert Foss as its inspired Music Editor, and Peterkin as his second-in-command, the
OUP Music Department was soon established as the most adventurous and efficient of
the day.

During the next few years Peterkin had little time for composition. More songs were
published occasionally, though sometimes they had been written years earlier. His wife
and he moved to what was then rural Surrey and had a cottage-style house built in East
Horsley in 1930. Appropriately named “Oak Trees” it was to be their home for the rest
of their lives.  Together they created the substantial garden, and the house interior was
decorated with many artefacts that reflected Marie’s artistry and Norman’s memories
of the Orient.

With the outset of war, things became even more hectic. In a letter to Carl Engel dated
May 1941 and published in the New York Times, Peterkin wrote:-

“At Soho Square we have had bombs all round about . . . . yet we received
not a scratch. But I did get rather tired, each morning when I got to the
office, of picking up jagged lumps of shrapnel and shell. These were from
our own nightly AA barrage and penetrated the exposed roof and
skylights of my Trade Department. Now I’ve had that section encased in
sheet iron to serve as a general tin helmet to the Department and we
quite miss gathering up the morning harvest!”

When Hubert Foss resigned later that year Peterkin became joint Music Editor and
Sales Manager and his workload was well-nigh incredible, for as well as maintaining
sales of existing publications, the Department also continued to introduce new titles.
Additionally he was on Fire Watch at the office, and was a member of the Home Guard
in Surrey. The strain of all this extra work, together with Marie’s increasingly poor
health brought about his request for early retirement, and so, amidst general regret, he
left OUP at the end of 1947.
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In the first years of retirement he resumed composition and a few more songs were
published. These showed something of his old abilities, though using a harmonically
simpler style. However, in the 1950s his wife’s health declined still further, until she
became a complete invalid. He nursed her during the last few years of her life, and she
died in 1960.

The recovery from grief and strain took some years, and it was not till the mid-1960s
that he was able to look forward again. By this time he was well into his seventies, but
his health was magnificent, and he began to acquire a new circle of friends much
younger than himself. Many of them were Scots, and for the rest of his life, he was
almost a summer migrant to Edinburgh. He began to compose again, but seemed now
to lack the drive to complete pieces. The last surviving sketch is of a setting of
MacDiarmid from 1967. Perhaps he felt the public neglect of his earlier music more
than he admitted. Instead he became deeply involved in the music of others, with the
works of Sorabji and Elizabeth Poston among his friends of long standing, but also the
music of Ronald Stevenson and the poetry of Hugh MacDiarmid. In this wonderful
Indian Summer of his life he passed his eightieth and ninetieth birthdays, moving from
Horsley to Edinburgh with the season, maintaining a voluminous correspondence,
helping his close friends with musical or literary tasks, and generally being an
inspiration to all who met him.

History will give Norman Peterkin an unusual position in the hierarchy of twentieth
century British music and musicians. For some of his songs he will be known as a subtle,
imaginative composer of considerable distinction. As a publisher he will always be
associated with Hubert Foss, but as one who was known as a poet in music and a
musician in publishing he will have a niche all his own. Let Norman have the last word,
in a letter to a friend:-

“As to being a poet and a Sales Manager in one – nothing easier my lad.
Just arrange to have a warm-hearted Southern Irish mother devoted to
music, and a very canny hard-hearted Scottish seagoing father with not a
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He waded the Ooze of Queen Better-Give-Up,
Dim, dank, dark, dismal, and dreary, O,
And, crunch! went a leg down a Cockadrill's throat,
'What's one?' said Dubbuldideery, O,
 Undauntable Dubbuldideery.

He cut him an Ukka crutch, hobbled along,
Till Tishnar's sweet river came near he, O—
The wonderful waters of 'Old-Made-Young,'
A-shining for Dubbuldideery, O,
 Wan, wizened old Dubbuldideery.

He drank, and he drank—and he drank—and he—drank:
No more was he old and weary, O,
But weak as a babby he fell in the river,
And drownded was Dubbuldideery,
 O, Drown-ded was Dubbuldideery!
Walter de la Mare

20. Song of the Water Maiden
Bubble, Bubble,
Swim to see,
Oh how beautiful I be.

Fishes, Fishes,
Finned and fine,
What’s your gold
Compared with mine?

Why, then, has
Wise Tishnar made
One so lovely,
Yet so sad?

Lone am I,
And can but make
A little song
For singing’s sake.

Bubble, Bubble,
Swim to see,
Oh, how beautiful I be.
Walter de la Mare
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19. Dubbuldideery - A Monkeys’ Journey Song
In Munza a Mulgar once lived alone,
And his name it was Dubbuldideery, O;
With none to love him, and loved by none,
His hard old heart it grew weary, O,
 Weary, O weary, O weary.

So he up with his cudgel, he on with his bag
Of Manaka, Ukkas, and Keeri, O;
To seek for the waters of ‘Old-Made-Young’,
Went marching old Dubbuldideery, O,
 Dubbuldi-dubbuldi-deery.

The sun rose up, and the sun sank down;
The moon she shone clear and cheery, O,
And the myriads of Munza they mocked and mopped
And mobbed old Dubbuldideery,
 O, Môh Mulgar Dubbuldideery.

He cared not a hair of his head did he,
Not a hint of the hubbub did hear he, O,
For the roar of the waters of 'Old-Made-Young'
Kept calling of Dubbuldideery, O,
 Call—calling of Dubbuldideery.

He came to the country of 'Catch Me and Eat Me'—
Not a fleck of a flicker did fear he, O,
For he knew in his heart they could never make mince-meat
Of tough old Dubbuldideery, O,
 Rough, tough, gruff Dubbuldideery.
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note of music in him. Then proceed to get yourself born and brought up
in Liverpool, Lancashire, and there you have the result – ME – always
pulled two ways. I often wonder whether I’m a poor businessman who
writes not too bad music, or a good musician who is an indifferent
businessman!”

© 2017 Alastair Chisholm
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17. The Fiddler
He fiddled down the narrow street
 Between the barrows tripping,
The merry haunting little air
 Round older hearts went gripping,
And sent the little urchins’ feet
 A-hopping and a-skipping.

He fiddled through the weary town,
 Set every pulse a-throbbing,
From windows quickly thrown up wide
 Out came the heads a-bobbing,
And some folk laughed as he went by,
 And some folk fell to sobbing.

Across the waste and to the sea
 He fiddled merry-hearted,
The children idly drifted back
 To games that they had started.
I wonder why he left with me
 The sense of joy departed.
I. M. Maunder

18. If I Be Living in Éirinn
If I be living in Éirinn—
 In Éirinn—
In spring o’ the year,
 When the birds go a-sweeting,
And the lads are in ear;
 I shall think of my meeting
With my Love and my Dear!
 He first kissed me in Éirinn—
  In Éirinn—
In spring o’ the year!

If I be living in Éirinn—
 In Éirinn—
Next Midsummer Day,
 When the small birds go singing,
And the green fields are gay;
 My red cloak o’er me flinging
By the sea I shall stray!
 For he left me in Éirinn—
  In Éirinn—
On Midsummer Day!

If I be living in Éirinn—
 In Éirinn—
On All Souls’ Night,
 When the birds’ song is over,
And fields lose their light;
 I shall walk with my lover
O’er lands misty white!
 I shall meet him in Éirinn—
  In Éirinn—
On All Souls’ Night!
P. J. McCall
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15. I Wish and I Wish
I wish and I wish
And I wish I were
A golden bee
In the blue of the air,
Winging my way
At the mouth of day
To the honey marges
Of Loch-ciuin-ban;
Or a little green drake,
Or a silver swan,
Floating upon
The stream of Aili,
And I to be swimming
Gaily, gaily!

I wish and I wish
And I wish I could be
A bud on a branch
Or the red thorn tree
That blows at the head
Of Blanaid’s Bed,
And sheds a petal
At every breath;
Or a white milestone
On the shining path
That climbs the cairn
And dips the hollow,
Up to the walls
Of bright Magh-meala.

If wishes were fairies
I would not stay,
But they would wile

My soul away;
And peace would creep
Into my sleep
As soft as a dream
At evenfall,
When the crickets sing
And the curlews call;
And ʼtis I would wake
For no new morrow
On the grey round
Of this world of sorrow.
Joseph Campbell

16. The Song of the Secret
Where is beauty?
 Gone, gone;
The cold winds have taken it
 With their faint moan;
The white stars have shaken it,
 Trembling down,
Into the pathless deeps of the sea:
 Gone, gone
 Is beauty from me.

The clear naked flower
 Is faded and dead;
The green-leafed willow,
 Drooping her head,
Whispers low to the shade
 Of her boughs in the stream,
 Sighing a beauty,
 Secret as dream.
Walter de la Mare
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1. My Fidil is Singing
My fidil is singing
 Into the air;
The wind is stirring,
 The moon is fair.

A shadow wanders
  Along the road;
It stops to listen,
 And drops its load.

Dreams for a space
 Upon the moon,
Then passes, humming
 My mountain tune.
Joseph Campbell

2. The Song of Fionula
Sleep, sleep, brothers dear, sleep and dream,
 Nothing so sweet lies hid in all your years.
 Life is a storm-swept gleam
 In a rain of tears:
Why wake to a bitter hour, to sigh, to weep?
 How better far to sleep—
 To sleep and dream.

To sleep and dream, ah, that is well indeed:
 Better than sighs, better than tears;
Ye can have nothing getter for your meed
 In all the years.
Why wake to a bitter hour, to sigh, to weep?
 How better far to sleep—
To sleep and dream, ah, that is well indeed.
Fiona Macleod, from ‘The Laughter of Peterkin’

3. Five Poems from the Japanese
I. Dew
Thou wilt return to me.
Why should I grieve
For such short parting?
Yea, thy words are true,
I will not weep,—
See, these are drops of dew—
Not tears,
Not tears that glitter on my sleeve.
Kino Toshisada

II. At the Gate
Scatter your blossoms, Cherry—
  Trees, I pray,
To keep my friend still longer
  At my side.
Quick! with your drifting snow
  Of petals hide
The road by which he thinks
  To go away!
Kokinshue, A.D. 906
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III. A Farewell
Never again, I think, my feet
  Shall tread
These Temple stairs. The arrow comes
  Not back
That once is loosed. Perchance I shall
  Not lack
Remembrance in the world when I
  Am dead.
Kusonski Masatsura, A.D. 1350

IV. The Quest
Ye who would leave the fretting world
And go
Far up amongst the hills to seek release
From sorrow,

’Mid the silence and
The snow,
What will ye do if there ye find
No peace?
Oushikanchi Mitsune, A.D. 906

V. The Forlorn Hope
After long service comes an end
Of strife;
Watching the moonbeams sparkle
On my sword
I think how sweet and ending of
My life

’Twill be to die in battle
For my Lord.
From the ancient Japanese
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12. A Cradle Song
Sleep, white love, sleep,
A cedarn cradle holds thee,
And twilight, like a silver-woven coverlid,
Enfolds thee.
Moon and star keep charmèd watch
Upon thy lying;
Water plovers thro’ the dusk
Are tremulously crying.
Sleep, white love mine,
Till day doth shine.

Sleep, white love, sleep,
The daylight wanes, and deeper
Gathers the blue darkness
O’er the cradle of the sleeper.
Cliodhna’s curachs, carmine-oared,
On Loch-da-linn are gleaming;
Blind bats flutter thro’ the night,
And carrion birds are screaming.
Sleep, white love mine,
Till day doth shine.

Sleep, white love, sleep,
The holy mothers, Anne and Mary,
Sit high in heaven, dreaming
On the seven ends of Eire.
Brigid sits beside them,
Spinning lamb-white wool on whorls,
Singing fragrant songs of love
To little naked boys and girls.
Sleep, white love mine,
Till day doth shine.
Seosamh MacCathmhaoil

13. The Chaste Wife’s Reply
Knowing, fair sir, my matrimonial thrall,
Two pearls thou sentest me, costly withal.
And I, seeing that love thy heart oppress’d,
I wrapp’d them coldly in my silken vest.
For mine is a household of high degree,
My husband, captain in the King’s army,
And one with wit like thine should say
The troth of wives is forever and for aye.
With thy two pearls I send thee back two tears,
Tears, tears that we did not meet in earlier years.
Herbert Giles from the Chinese of
Chang Chi A.D. 8th / 9th century

14. Hours of Idleness
A little lake of mine I know
Where waving reeds and rushes grow,
And in its depths by day and night
The water monsters swarm and fight.
Ah, how I loved to idle there,
But now I can no longer bear
To pass my days in hat sweet spot
And lost in meditation, rot.
A send of duty gives me pause,
Obedient to my master’s laws,
Our span of life is all too short
To waste its hours in empty sport.
Herbert Giles from the Chinese of Han Yu
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‘Who will take high seat with neck-kerchief neat,
 White coifed like the wives of great gentlemen?
Who will bend a face at the saying of grace,
 And at end of the blessing will pray, Amen?
  Who will eat the cake
  That myself shall bake
 With plums from the lands of the Saracen!’

‘I will!’ says Rat; ‘I will!’ says Cat—
 ‘I’ll eat it myself!’ says Little Red Hen.
P. J. McCall translated from the Irish

11. A Little Wind Came Blowing
A little wind came blowing
Fresh with morning dew,
Straight from fields and hedgerows
Where honeysuckle grew.
It whispers as it passes,
Of roaming lads and lasses,
Thro’ scented flowering grasses
Where I would wander too.

Refrain
For what can there be sweeter
On a sunny day,
Than roaming thro’ the valleys
Filled with budding May:
The branches idly swinging,
Set wayward fancies winging,
And hearts are lightly singing
Along the winding way.

When shadows slowly lengthen
’Neath the setting sun,
And petals of the blossoms
Are closing, one by one.
Oh sweet then is the crying
Of wild birds homeward flying,
And little winds that sighing,
Soft whisper, day is done.

Refrain
For what can there be sweeter
At the close of day,
Than roaming quiet valleys
Filled with budding May:
The branches idly swinging,
Set wayward fancies winging,
And hearts are softly singing
Along the winding way.
Marie Peterkin
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She went so softly and so soon,
 She hardly made a stir;
But going, took the stars and moon
 And sun away with her.
William Griffith
‘The Loves and Losses of Pierrot’

6. O Men from the Fields!
O men from the fields,
 Come softly within.
Tread softly, softly,
 O men coming in.

Mavourneen is going
 From me and from you,
To Mary, the Mother,
 Whose mantle is blue.

From reek of the smoke
 And cold of the floor,
And the peering of things
 Across the half-door.

O men from the fields,
 Soft, softly come thro’,
Mary puts round him
 Her mantle of blue.
Padraic Colum

4. All Suddenly the Wind Comes Soft
All suddenly the wind comes soft,
 And Spring is here again;
And the hawthorn quickens with buds of green,
 And my heart with buds of pain.

My heart all Winter lay so numb,
 The earth so dead and frore,
That I never thought the Spring would come,
 Or my heart wake any more.

But Winter’s broken and earth has woken,
 And the small birds cry again;
And the hawthorn hedge puts forth its buds,
 And my heart puts forth its pain.
Rupert Brooke

5. Pierrette in Memory
Pierrette has gone, but it was not
 Exactly that she died
So much as vanished and forgot
 To say where she would hide.

To keep a sudden rendezvous,
 It came into her mind
That she was late.  What could she do
 But leave distress behind?

Afraid of being in disgrace,
 And hurrying to dress,
She heard there was another place
 In need of loveliness.
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7. The Garden of Bamboos
I live all alone, and I am a young girl.
I write long letters
 and do not know anyone to send them to.
Most tender things speak in my heart,
And I can only say them
 to the bamboos in the garden.
Waiting on my feet, lifting the mat
 a little behind the door,
All day I watch the shadows of the people that pass.
E. Powys Mathers from the Annamese

8. Advice to Girls
Trust not spring clouds, trust not to flowers:
 The butterfly is caught;
Oh snatch no passing joy in hours
 Of pleasure wrongly sought!

A mien severe and eyes that freeze
 Become the future bride;
No whispering underneath the trees
 Ere yet the knot be tied.

’Tis heaven on earth when woman wed
 Leans on her husband’s arm;
Beauty, like flowers, is quickly shed:
 Oh, envy not its charms!
Herbert A. Giles
from the Chinese of Chang Wen-Tsao, 18th century

9. Never More, Sailor
Never more, Sailor,
Shalt thou be
Tossed on the wind-ridden,
Restless sea.
Its tides may labour;
All the world
Shake ’neath that weight
Of waters hurled:
Bit its whole shock
Can only stir
Thy dust to a quiet
Even quieter.
Thou mock’d’st at land
Who now art come
To such a small
And shallow home;
Yet bore the sea
Full many a care
For bones that once
A sailor’s were.
And though the grave’s
Deep soundlessness
Thy once sea-deafened
Ear distress,
No robin ever
On the deep
Hopped with his song
To haunt thy sleep.
Walter de la Mare
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10. Little Red Hen
Once a Rat and Cat and Red Hen grew fat,
 In the hollow oak of a grassy glen;

‘Let us have a feast fit for Parish Priest,
 The like of which never was seen by men!
  Let us haste and make
  A dark speckled cake
 With plums from the lands of the Saracen!’

‘Let us!’ says Rat; ‘Let us!’ says Cat;
 ‘Let us make the cake!’ says Little Red Hen.

‘Who will go to the mill by the mountain rill
 That tumbles o’er rocks to our grassy glen?
And get wheat ground as the wheel goes round,
 Then sifted and sacked by the miller’s men;
  That we three may make
  Our dark speckled cake
  With plums from the lands of the Saracen!’

‘I won’t!’ says Rat; ‘I won’t!’ says Cat;
 ‘I’ll do it myself!’ says Little Red Hen.

‘Who will elbows bare and apron wear,
 And mix the dough with a housewife’s ken?
Who will round the cake and set it to bake,
 And watch that it may not blacken or bren?
  Who will undertake
  To bespeck this cake
  With plums from the lands of the Saracen!’

‘I won’t!’ says Rat; ‘I won’t!’ says Cat;
 ‘I’ll do it myself!’ says Little Red Hen.
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1 My Fidil is Singing    2’11”
2 The Song of Fionula    2’59”
3 Five Poems from the Japanese  4’35”
4 All Suddenly The Wind Comes Soft   2’09”
5 Pierrette in Memory   1’51”
6 O Men from the Fields    1’38”
7 The Garden of Bamboos    1’13”
8 Advice to Girls    1’17”
9 Never More, Sailor    3’09”
10 Little Red Hen - Irish Folk Tale    3’40”
11 A Little Wind Came Blowing   3’00”
12 Sleep, White Love    3’46”
13 The Chaste Wife’s Reply    2’41”

14 Hours of Idleness   1’54”
15 I Wish and I Wish   2’49”
16 The Song of the Secret    1’52”
17 The Fiddler   1’43”
18 If I Be Living in Éirinn   2’49”
19 Dubbuldideery    4’53”
20 Song of the Water Maiden    1’50”
21 So, Well Go No More A-Roving    1’57”
22 I Heard A Piper Piping   1’35”
23 Rune of the Burden of the Tide   3’25”
24 The Bees’ Song    2’19”
25 The Tide Rises, The Tide Falls    3’16”
26 Beata Solitudo    4’21”

  Total playing time 68’53”
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